Maritime Museum of Tasmania
A Voyage into the Past Education Program
Year Three: Extraordinary Locals - Changing Lives
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Pre-visit activities
Introduction
In order for the teacher to focus specifically on maritime history or alternatively explore it within
a broader historical context, the pre-visit activities first address broader aspects of technology
and daily lives before turning to the specific maritime focus of the museum.
Activity One: Brainstorming about daily life
In small groups, brainstorm the technology used in daily life in one day from waking up in the
morning until going to bed. These should be recorded on individual small sticky-notes. These
ideas will include the technology for sleeping, eating, traveling, education, entertainment,
communication, etc.
Next use these ideas to help the whole class develop categories for grouping the individual
sticky notes. Place sticky-notes in the appropriate categories and develop additional categories
or combine categories as required.
Ask individual students to each make a mind-map that places ‘daily life’ at its centre surrounded
by the categories developed. Students can then connect those things listed on the sticky notes
to the appropriate categories. They may also see links between things in different categories
and link these using coloured lines. They should also then be asked to think about things
beyond daily life that they can add to their mind-maps such as planes, trains and ships under
the transport category. Students should then share their mind-maps with the class or in small
groups.
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Activity Two: Think, puzzle explore
This activity uses the ‘Think, puzzle, explore’ routine. Ask students to imagine they are living
more than 150 years ago when there was no electricity, no petrol engines, no plastic, etc. Use
the categories developed in activity one for students to list what they ‘think’ the technologies
under each category would have been then, as well as any ‘puzzles’ they might have about
technology at that time in history. This should be done on sticky-notes and ‘thinks’ arranged
under the appropriate headings on the wall of the classroom. Some students may be able to
help solve puzzles that other students have, but those things that are still puzzles should be
arranged under a ‘puzzles’ heading. Words listed under the categories can also be added to a
word wall.
Students should then be asked how they know the things they added under the category
headings (books, TV, films, internet, photos, museums, artefacts, etc.) and which of these might
be used to solve the things that puzzle them. If students have difficulty with this activity the
teacher might scaffold it by using images, artefacts, and discussion of experiences with
excursions to museums/historic homes, etc.
Activity Three: Maritime technology mind-map
Introduce the word maritime and discuss what it means. As a class discuss how we connect
through technology to the sea and the Derwent River today. How do we use technology in
maritime environments for transportation, communication, daily life and occupations?
Ask students to consider how life may have been more than 150 years ago for those who
travelled at sea, or who had jobs connected to the Derwent River, or the coastline of Tasmania.
Brainstorm the technology that would have directly connected to maritime environments in that
period of history. Students each construct a ‘Maritime Life in the Past’ mind-map, using the
categories of transportation, communication, daily life and occupations. Any questions or
‘puzzles’ that students have should be recorded on strips of paper for later use in developing
inquiry questions.
Activity Four: See, think, wonder
This activity uses the See, think, wonder routine. Use a range of images from the resources
section, ensuring you use images from each of the categories of transportation, communication,
daily life and occupations. For each image first ask students to say what they see in the images,
and record this on a ‘see’ sheet. Next ask them to use what they have seen to identify things
they think they know about the image, and record these on a ‘think’ sheet. Finally ask the
students what things they wonder about as a result of viewing the images, that can’t be proven
just from viewing them. The things that they wonder about should be compared and contrasted
with the ‘puzzles’ from the previous activity. They should also be recorded on question strips.
Activity Five: What makes you say that?
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This activity uses the ‘What makes you say that?’ routine. Use the images from the previous
activity, in order to identify those things unique to the past by comparing it with student’s
knowledge of current maritime environments. When identifying aspects that they think are
unique to the past, students will be asked to say what it is in the image that makes them ‘say
that’. Now repeat the process, identifying things in the past that share similarities with the
present. Again students are asked ‘What makes you say that?’ As with the previous activities,
there are likely to be questions that students have and these should be recorded on question
strips.
Activity Six: Question bundling
Using the questions developed in activities three, four and five get the students to bundle the
strips of paper in each of the four categories into question types (How, What, When, Who,
Where, Why). For example, under ‘transportation’ students may have questions about the types
of maritime transport, how ships were built, when steam power was introduced, who built
particular ships, etc. These will form the inquiry questions that can be addressed in the
excursion to the museum and the post-visit activities.

Excursion activities
Introduction
During the excursion a teacher may allocate a specific inquiry focus from the thematic strands
to a group of students, and ask each group to follow that one theme through the museum visit.
Alternatively, each group might have activities across each of the themes and rotate through
them. The museum activity cards also provide an inquiry focus for each theme. The activities
below are numbered according to the year level, followed by the theme number and then the
activity number. Recording sheets (for those activities requiring them) use the same numbering
system for ease of identification.
3.1 Daily Life
Activity 3.1.1: Goose Island Lighthouse
Think about the things you would normally buy at the supermarket each week. Those working
on the island when the Goose Island Lighthouse was built had to wait for six months to get
supplies. Plan what you would have needed on the island to survive until the next supply ship
arrived.
Activity 3.1.2: A material world
Throughout the exhibition you will find tools and technology for things like whaling, sailing and
shipbuilding. Use the table in recording sheet 3.1.2 to record the name of the tools/items of
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technology, the date or period they were used and the materials they were made from. What
does this tell you about daily life at the time they were used?
Activity 3.1.3: Row, row, row your boat
The dinghy in the display was presented by shipbuilder John Wilson to his wife Dinah after their
marriage. It was built by a former child convict named Walter Paisley. What does the way the
boat was used by Dinah Wilson tell you about daily life in the area they lived? Think about all
the things you have to travel for in daily life. Which of these things would Dinah Wilson and her
family have needed to travel for using the dinghy? Make a list and use it to make a fictitious
daily diary entry for Dinah on your return to class.
3.2 Maritime transport
Activity 3.2.1: Aboriginal Bark Canoe
What would be the advantages and disadvantages of a bark canoe? Use the PMI recording
sheet 3.2.1 to record the positive, negative and interesting things about bark canoes.
Activity 3.2.2: Changing boat/ship technology
Find five models of boats/ships that show different ways of powering vessels. Take a photo of
the models. For each boat or ship record how they were powered (e.g. steam power, sails,
oars, etc.) and when they operated.
Activity 3.2.3: How many ways can you use a ship or boat?
During the excursion list all the ways boats and ships were used in the past. Which of these are
still used? Can you think of any current uses that weren’t used in the past?
3.3 Communication
Activity 3.3.1 Morse code message
When using Morse code it is more efficient to use abbreviations to send a message quickly.
One student is chosen to use the Morse code lamp to send the initials of another member of the
group. That student then replaces the first to send the initials of a third member of the group,
until all group members have had a turn.
Activity 3.3.2: Using both eye and ear
Can you locate an object that required the person sending and receiving a message to use both
their eyes and ears? Take a photo or photos or list any objects you find.
Activity 3.3.3: Signalling a message
The signal station in Princes Park used a semaphore system to exchange messages with
Mount Nelson Signal Station which in turn exchanged messages with other semaphore stations.
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Can you pass a signal from near the Goose Island Lighthouse display to another person in your
group near the whaling display by transferring it via other people in your group? You might do
things like wave, put both hands in the air, sit down or fold your arms. You could make up your
own code for these signals and others when you return to class.
3.4 Occupations
Activity 3.4.1: Occupy some time with occupations
During the excursion make a list of all the occupations displayed in the exhibition. You might
also take some photos for use back in the classroom.
Activity 3.4.2: After looking at the occupations displayed in the exhibition which would you
choose to do and why? What would be the best aspects of the job you chose and what would
be any negatives?
Activity 3.4.3: Maritime jobs then and now
Look at the list of occupations you wrote above. Circle those that still exist and put a cross next
to those that no longer exist. If you are not sure write a question mark.
3.5 People
Activity 3.5.1: People Hunt
Search for significant people in the exhibition. Recording sheet 3.5.1 might be used to record
details.
Activity 3.5.2: Linking objects and people
How many times can you find something connected to particular individuals throughout the
exhibition? E.g. the meat-safe, the vessel it came from, the person who built the vessel. Use
recording sheet 3.5.2 to record your information.

Post-excursion activities
The post-excursion activities provide the opportunity to:




Follow up on pre-excursion activities and questions developed by the class
Utilise images and information gathered during the excursion
Explore possibilities for additional online research.

Activity One: Questions and Answers
Revisit the questions from pre-excursion activity six. How many of these can now be answered?
Use the answers to these to create a classroom fact wall. Group unanswered questions
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according to the ways they might be answered (e.g. websites, books, images, asking an
expert). These could form the basis for further research. The responses to excursion activities
across all themes should also be added to the fact wall. This would be an opportunity for
students to share the learning activities undertaken on the excursion.
Activity Two: Dinah Wilson’s Diary
Follow up on activity 3.1.3 by writing a fictional diary entry for Dinah Wilson.
Activity Three: Daily life
As well as adding facts to the fact wall on daily life students might carry out online searches for
the names of artefacts found in the exhibition such as meat safes, shipwrights tools, whaling
implements, etc. and undertake an area of individual research.
Activity Four: Ship and ferry timelines
Construct a pictorial timeline of the changes to the way boats and ships were powered over
time using the images taken during the excursion. Some additional research may be required to
accurately complete the sequence. Next construct a pictorial timeline of Derwent ferries using
the images taken during the excursion.
Activity Five: Signals and semaphores
Follow up activity 3.3.3 by conducting further research into semaphores and other ways of
sending messages over distance. Create messages to send around the school yard using one
of these systems.
Activity Six: Occupation Connections
Use the images taken of occupations in the exhibition for activity 3.4.1 and use these to create
a pictorial display that makes links between occupations. For example a whaling captain would
be linked to shipwrights through his ship and lighthouse keepers who kept him safe. These links
could be drawn with lines of different colour and pattern and a key used to show the links
Activity Seven: Significant people from the past
Streets and other geographical features are often named after significant people or by them.
Use information gathered during the excursion, the listed resources as well as books and other
websites to find out about the lives of people the following features are connected with.
Name

Feature

Resources

James Kelly

Kelly Street
and Kelly’s
Steps, Kelly

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/kelly-james-2291
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Point, Bruny http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/fahan_mi_shipwrecks/journals/Se
Island, Kelly alers/sskelly3.pdf
Basin
Dr James
Scott

Scott
Street,
Bellerive
and also
said to be
responsible
for naming
Bellerive

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/scott-james-2641

Sir John
Franklin

Franklin,
Franklin
Square,
Franklin
River,
Franklin
Street

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/franklin-sir-john-2066

Richard
Copping

Copping

http://search.archives.tas.gov.au/default.aspx?detail=1&type=
A&id=NG00171

http://www.biographi.ca/en/bio/franklin_john_7E.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copping,_Tasmania
Alexander
McGregor

McGregor
Street

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/mcgregor-alexander-4095
http://www.lenna.com.au/heritage-hotel/historic-lenna/

Due to the sophisticated nature of the text in some articles the teacher might print the articles
and use sections of them with groups for guided reading. Alternatively the teacher might choose
extracts to read with the group or create their own simplified text using the information in the
articles. Students should use the information researched to list key aspects of an individual’s
life.
Putting it all together: learning from primary source materials
The following learning activities demonstrate how to undertake online research into aspects
studied during the excursion. In this case the chosen areas of focus are lighthouses and marine
transport on the Derwent.
Using film to study lighthouses
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A search for ‘lighthouses’ on the Scootle website http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/p/home (or via
each education jurisdiction’s repository) uncovers the following films:






The Wilsons Promontory lighthouse
Wilsons Promontory lighthouse keeper's home and work in 1919
'Outside world comes to keeper of the light', 1933 - asset 1 (Swan Island, Tasmania,
1933)
'Outside world comes to keeper of the light', 1933 – asset 2 (Tasman Island Tasmania,
1933)
'Outside world comes to keeper of the light', 1933 – assets 3 and 4 (Maatsuyker Island
Tasmania, 1933)

The National Film and Sound Archive also has a clip of Maatsuyker Island in 1949
http://dl.nfsa.gov.au/module/549/
British Pathé provide a small clip of Tasmanian lighthouses in 1933
http://www.britishpathe.com/video/tasmanian-lighthouse/query/YORK
Viewing of these short excerpts allows students to observe:










the prisms of a lighthouse in motion
a keeper’s house and garden
the observation of shipping using a telescope
bullocks unloading supplies
lighthouse buildings and the keeper’s family
the delivery and unloading of supplies via flying fox
unloading of supplies on a jetty and delivery via a counterbalanced trolley haulage
system
the welcomed delivery of mail
the lantern room and very top of a lighthouse tower

The films allow students to pose and answer questions. In cases where the film alone can’t
answer student questions it may be possible to invite a local historian or community member to
view the excerpts with the students and to be asked the student-developed questions.
Using images to study lighthouses
A search on Scootle also provides images related to lighthouses. Additional searching on the
Trove website http://trove.nla.gov.au/ will allow the discovery of many more. It is important to
search for both general terms such as lighthouse and more specific ones such as ‘Iron Pot
Lighthouse”
Images from different periods of the same lighthouse can allow students to explore change and
continuity. Strategies from the ‘Visible Thinking’ website such as ‘See, think, wonder’ will allow
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students to analyse an image with greater accuracy and focus. Students might present their
understanding through methods such as mind-maps, timelines and Venn diagrams.
Written sources
Combined with images and oral sources, written sources allow students to sequence events
over time. With year three students it may be necessary for the teacher to select and simplify
the information for student use. A number of websites provide both visual and written material.
These include:








http://www.lighthouses.org.au/lights/index.asp This site provides comprehensive
information on lighthouses for each state and includes the history and sometimes the
keepers of these lighthouses
http://trove.nla.gov.au/ As well as the images mentioned earlier, Trove also searches
digitised newspapers. Searches for a lighthouse and/or lighthouse keepers will often
locate articles. Obviously at the year three level it will be up to the teacher to identify
useful articles and excerpts to share with the students.
http://www.naa.gov.au/ Use the National Archives ‘Search the collection’ facility to
search for primary sources and images including lighthouse plans. Once the search
results open in a new window, click on the top of the ‘digitised items’ column to bring all
digitised items to the top. For example, a search for ‘lighthouse Tasmania’ arranged with
digitised items appearing first will provide plans, images and documents related to a
range of Tasmanian lighthouses.
Specific lighthouses can be researched at the following sites:
o http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=2539 Cape Bruny, Tasmania
o http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=5819 Low Head, Tasmania

Using film to study maritime transport on the Derwent
Film footage can be used to explore change over time in relation to vessels on the Derwent.
Students should be allowed to view the footage more than once. During and after the first
viewing points of interest should be shared by both the teacher and students. In subsequent
viewings students can write key words to help with a written report. Key words can also be
grouped into categories by shading or ticking with colours. This helps to organise the structure
of the final report. Students might also choose an aspect to focus on in multiple films such as
ferries. In this way they can observe changes over time in that aspect. This might also be linked
to other evidence gathered such as the ship and ferry timeline constructed earlier. The following
footage might be utilised (Note that the clips includes footage outside the focus of this inquiry):


National Film and Sound Archives: Film excerpts from Home of the Blizzard which
documented the Mawson expedition of 1911 and shows the Port area and departure of
the expedition http://nfsa.gov.au/research/papers/2011/12/20/aka-home-blizzard-partone/?play_video=flowplayer1350
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LINC Tasmania: Hobart Regatta 1913 – 1960s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzR_xqTpDYg
LINC Tasmania: Port of Hobart 1966
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmoGmTjdL3Q&list=PLF9E00A4418A9E812&index=
26
National Film and Sound Archives: Hobart 1960s – includes the port and river
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b69NkdZHMU&feature=plcp&context=C46c30a2VDvjVQa1PpcFNeSBh9A-CMAE0kU5_LvqGMC28okIb9ow%3D

Using images to study maritime transport on the Derwent
The resources section has a number of images showing maritime transport on the Derwent.
Additional searching on the Trove website http://trove.nla.gov.au/ will allow the discovery of
many more. It is important to search for both general terms such as ‘ferry Derwent’ and more
specific ones such as ‘Old Wharf Hobart’ (Hunter Street area) and ‘New Wharf Hobart’
(Salamanca). As with the lighthouse focus the images could be explored using visible thinking
approaches and be used in presenting understanding through mind-maps, timelines and Venn
diagrams.
Conclusion
The activities in this resource go beyond what could be covered in one unit of work. The teacher
needs to select and scaffold activities to ensure they are suitable for their class and to maximise
their visit to the museum. Consult the introductory section for suggested ways to utilise the
resources provided.
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Appendix 1 Recording Sheets
3.1.2: ‘A material world’ recording sheet
Throughout the exhibition you will find tools and technology for things like whaling,
sailing and shipbuilding. Use the table to record the name of the tools/items of
technology, the date or period they were used and the materials they were made from.
What does this tell you about daily life at the time they were used?
Object

Date/Period

Materials used
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3.2.1: ‘Bark canoe’ recording sheet
What would be the advantages and disadvantages of a bark canoe? Use a PMI sheet
to record the positive, negative and interesting things about bark canoes.
Plus

Minus

Interesting
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3.5.1: ‘People hunt’ recording sheet
Search for significant people in the exhibition. Use the table to list your responses.
Person

Key Dates

Key Information About Their Life
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3.5.2: ‘Linking objects and people’ recording sheet
How many times can you find something connected to particular individuals throughout
the exhibition? E.g. the meat-safe, the vessel it came from, the person who built the
vessel Use the table to record your findings.
Person

Connected Items From the Exhibition
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Activity 3. 3.1 Morse Code Alphabet
Letter
A •B -•••

Numbers
0 ----1 •----

C -•-•

2 ••---

D -••

3 •••--

E•

4 ••••-

F ••-•

5 •••••

G --•

6 -••••

H ••••

7 --•••

I ••

8 ---••

J •---

9 ----•

K -•-

• (full stop) •-•-•-

L •-••

, (comma) --••--

M -N -•
O --P •--•
Q --•R •-•
S •••
TU ••V •••W •-X -••Y -•-Z --••

? ••--••
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Plus

Minus

Interesting
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Think

See

Wonder
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Timeline Activity Sheet: ______________________________
Date

Details of event
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Venn Diagram

Then

Now
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Appendix 2 Resources
Daily Life 3.1
Maritime Museum Images on eHive https://ehive.com/
Artefacts


Crew plate https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207413/Plate_ASG_Crew



Hobart Marine Board cup https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208125/Cup



Hobart Marine Board saucer https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208126/Saucer



Hobart Marine Board bowl https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208127/Bowl



Hobart Marine Board plate https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208128/Plate



Huddart & Parker playing cards https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207102/Cards_playing



Bucket from Runnymede
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206879/Bucket_from_the_vessel_Runnymede



Masthead light Otago
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207353/Masthead_Light_vessel_Otago



Oil lamp from Otago https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207804/Lamp_barque_Otago



Candlestick holder HMS Nelson
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207729/Candle_stick_Holder_HMS_Nelson



1850s jar
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207027/Porcelain_Jar_from_the_barque_Katherine_Sharer



1850s jar http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206825



1850s bottle stopper http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208255



1850s toothbrush http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208257



1850s matches and matchbox http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208259



Fork from wreck of Brier Holme 1905 http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207043



Dinner plate from wreck of the Brier Holme 1905 http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207366



Chamber Pot wreck of the Brier Holme http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206880



Bench end from wreck of Brier Holme http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206893



Alarm clock belonging to sole survivor of the wreck of the Brier Holme
http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/269779



Meat safe from the Nautilus http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206995
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Bone letter opener 1905 https://ehive.com/account/3906



Whalebone walking stick
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/209630/Whalebone_Walking_cane



Scrimshaw busk whalebone
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206858/Scrimshaw_busk_whalebone



Scrimshaw on barque Chance
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207272/Scimshaw_of_barque_Chance_on_whale_fillet



Scrimshaw of the Harriet McGregor http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207271



Captain Copping’s clock
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207119/Clock_from_the_Bella_Mary_Captain_Copping



Captain Copping’s telescope
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207393/Telescope_brass_Capt_R_Copping



Captain Copping’s sextant
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206887/Sextant_of_Captain_Copping



Tinder box after which Tinderbox was named
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207498/Tinder_Box



Teaspoons from 1840s shipwreck
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207041/Teaspoons_from_the_City_of_Edinburgh



Lamp trimmer scissors https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207582/Lamp_Trimmers_Scissors



Telescope belonging to Tasman Brooks Wilkinson who was 2nd Mate on the Nautilus, Acacia and
Natal Queen http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208012



Dinah Wilson’s dinghy http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207276



Photo of Mrs Wilson in her dinghy http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352850

People


Crew aloft https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352502



Lufra crew https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352757



Southern Cross crew https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352706



Adela’s crew https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/203596



Christmas on the May Queen https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352454



Amundsen expedition - Crew member and dog on Fram
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352339
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Transport (3.2)
Maritime Museum Images on eHive https://ehive.com/


Aboriginal bark canoe https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207942



On board the Cartela https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/389878/Cartela



Stern board https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207047/Stern_Board



Stern board of the US whaler, Islander
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207351/Stern_board_from_the_Islander_(US_whaler)



Runnymede https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/126210/Runnymede



Brier Holme wrecked in 1905 http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351821



Speedwell by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/153803



Mary by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/151598



Weerutta by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/153855



Ruby by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/153786



Ronnie by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352103



Lenna by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351992



Alice by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351763



Leillateah by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351989



Lotta by John Wilson http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351999



Leeta May by John Wilson (painting) http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352673



Model of the Victoria https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206925



Model of the Natal Queen https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206928



Model of the Flying Cloud https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206931



Model of an emigrant ship https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206940



Model of the Empress of Australia https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207716



Model of the SS Cartela https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206907



Model of the SS Success https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206910



Photo of Success https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352141



Model of SS Silver Crown https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206913



Photo of Silver Crown https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352120
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Model of SS Victory https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206914



Photo of SS Victory https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352184



Model of SS Rosny https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206916



Photo of SS Rosny https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/390070



Photo of SS Rosny https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352107/Rosny



Model of Kangaroo https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206909



Photo of Kangaroo https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/149954



Model of the SS Enterprise https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206911



Photo of the SS Enterprise https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351869



Model of the Nautilus http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206920



Painting of the Nautilus http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352241



Model of Blue Jacket Ferry https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/48474



Model of SS Pateena https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206961



Model of the Terra Linna https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207764



Model of the James Craig https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207241



Model of Alma Doepel https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207367



Wheelhouse from ferry Silver Crown https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207910



Photo of James McCabe https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/149899



Photo of Matthew Brady https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/93898



Photo of Matthew Brady https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/93912



Photo of Michael Howe https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/93960

Images located via Trove http://trove.nla.gov.au/


Aboriginal canoe 1800s http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126075811w800



Harriet McGregor at New Wharf 1870 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126070770w800



Harriet McGregor under sail http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126070762w800



Cartela 1914 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126070176w800



Cartela http://stors.tas.gov.au/PH30-1-1666



Cartela http://stors.tas.gov.au/PH30-1-8097



Cartela 1920s http://stors.tas.gov.au/NS869-1-185



Runnymede 1870 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126071638w800
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McGregor shipyard 1900 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126072040w800



Speedwell 1910 – 1920 http://stors.tas.gov.au/NS2511-1-15



Natal Queen 1890 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126071315w800



Empress of Australia http://stors.tas.gov.au/AA193-1-634



Empress of Australia http://stors.tas.gov.au/AA193-1-633



SS Success http://stors.tas.gov.au/PH30-1-4197



SS Success 1888 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001125642223w800



Victory http://catalogue.statelibrary.tas.gov.au/item/?id=PH30-1-3274



Victory 1910 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126072057w800



Rosny aground https://stors.tas.gov.au/NS869-1-179



Kangaroo https://stors.tas.gov.au/NS479-1-14



Kangaroo with horse and carriages on deck https://stors.tas.gov.au/PH30-1-3269



Timetable for Kangaroo 1910 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001125294686w800



Pateena https://stors.tas.gov.au/LPIC22-1-3



Terra Linna 1920s https://stors.tas.gov.au/NS869-1-274



James Craig in Auckland 1921 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126070887w800



Alma Doepel https://stors.tas.gov.au/PH30-1-9308



Matthew Brady https://stors.tas.gov.au/PH30-1-1665



James McCabe https://stors.tas.gov.au/PH30-1-1667



Loading troops 1914 https://stors.tas.gov.au/PH30-1-4369

Other Sources


Lists of Tasmanian boat/ship builders and the vessels they built
http://www.boatregister.net/Tassie_Builders_2009.htm
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Communication 3.3
Maritime Museum Images on eHive https://ehive.com/


Bell from America whaler
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207529/Bell_from_the_whaler_South_Carolina



Alphabet flag https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208071/International_Code_Flags



International code flag https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208079/International_Code_Flags



International code flags https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208107/International_Code_Flags



Tasmanian Steam Navigation Co. flag
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207213/Tasmanian_Steam_Navigation_Co_house_flag



McGregor house flag http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207206



Charles Seal house flag https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207214/Charles_Seal_house_flag



Model of signal station at Battery Point https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206972



Iron Pot Lighthouse https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351858/Derwent_Lighthouse__lantern_slide



Eddystone Lighthouse https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352288



Signalling lamp https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207545/Aldis_Signaling_Lamp



Lighthouse lamp https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207500/Lighthouse_lamp



Lighthouse lamp https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208160/Lighthouse_Lamp



Fog horn http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207200

Images located via Trove http://trove.nla.gov.au/


Goose Island lighthouse 1891 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001125640821w800



Plan for superintendent’s quarters on Goose Island http://stors.tas.gov.au/PWD266-1-1761



Iron Pot 1840 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001124852286w800



Iron Pot 1880s http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126184027w800



Maatsuyker opening day 1891 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001125640854w800



Tasman Island 1910 http://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001125640920w800
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Occupations (3.4)
Maritime Museum Images on eHive https://ehive.com/


Sailing crew aloft https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352502



May Queen and crew https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352454



O’May workers https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352067



Sailmaker’s kit https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207226



Whaling try pot https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207742



Whaling lance https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207856



Whaling harpooon https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207857



Whaling in the 1920s https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/470480



Whaling 1920s https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/470484



Blubber ladle https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207614



Crayfish pot https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207236



Fishing net https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208171



Net needle https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207834



Diver’s air pump https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207151



Diving boots https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208168



Diving helmet https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207707



Ferry https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/390070



Vehicular Ferry https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351289



Bass Strait Ferry Abel Tasman https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352644



Shipbuilder’s half model https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208003



Boat building https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/151593



Boat building https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/203588



Ship builder’s bow saw http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207877



Ship builder’s drill http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207888



Caulking tool http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208006



Caulking tool http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/208005
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Caulking iron http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207452



Caulking mallet http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207901



Oakum http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207605



Bone serving mallet http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/206878



Serving mallet https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207099



Boat building clamps https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/368422



Shipbuilder’s employee badge https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207039



Merchant Navy uniform https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207776



Merchant Navy buttons https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207734



Merchant Navy badge https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/207249

Images located via Trove http://trove.nla.gov.au/


Crew of the Montebello http://images.slsa.sa.gov.au/searcy/05/PRG280_1_5_154.htm



Crew and passengers of the Southern Cross http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-141090256



Whaling 1813 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001127111524w800



Boats approaching a whale 1813 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001127111532w800



Whale fishery 1835 http://acms.sl.nsw.gov.au/item/itemLarge.aspx?itemID=192036



Whale boats Hobart 1838 http://acms.sl.nsw.gov.au/item/itemLarge.aspx?itemID=404897



South Sea Whaling 1868 https://stors.tas.gov.au/124259433j2k



Scallop fishing mid-20th century https://stors.tas.gov.au/AB713-1-387



Scallop diver mid-20th century https://stors.tas.gov.au/AB713-1-392



Hobart fish market 1894 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001125294199w800



Ship ‘Velocity’ at McGregor’s shipyard 1878 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001125641035w800



Lucas shipyard 1920 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001139594162j2k



Naval sailors mid-20th century https://stors.tas.gov.au/AB713-1-3173



Loading apples 1950s https://stors.tas.gov.au/AB713-1-9799



Loading apples 1950s/60s https://stors.tas.gov.au/AA193-1-667



Loading apples 1950s/60s https://stors.tas.gov.au/AA193-1-666



Loading apples 1950s/60s https://stors.tas.gov.au/AA193-1-670



Inspecting apples at Hobart wharves 1950s/60s https://stors.tas.gov.au/AB713-1-4838



Classing wool Hobart wharves 1950s/60s https://stors.tas.gov.au/AB713-1-4728
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Man working a winch at wharves 1950s/60s Unloading a railway carriage 1950s/60s
https://stors.tas.gov.au/AB713-1-4177



Loading newsprint 1950s/60s https://stors.tas.gov.au/AB713-1-4156



Loading timber at Port Esperance 1900 https://stors.tas.gov.au/AUTAS001126071174w800
Significant Individuals (3.5)

Maritime Museum Images on eHive https://ehive.com/


Captain Charles Bayley https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351782/Charles_Bayley__lantern_slide



Captain Bunker https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351828/Bunker_Ebor_-_lantern_slide



Captain Richard Copping and wife
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351841/Copping_Richard_-_lantern_slide



Captain Joshua Fergusson https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351963/Fergusson_Joshua__lantern_slide



Captain James Kelly
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352533/Kelly_Captain_James#!prettyPhoto



Captain John Laughton https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351980/Laughton_John_Captain__lantern_slide



Captain J Lovett https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352001/Lovett_J_-_lantern_slide



Alex McGregor http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352034



Captain James McGregor https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352033/McGregor_James__lantern_slide



Captain John Ross https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352680/Ross_John__portrait_of_shipbuilder



Captain White of the Flying Childers
https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352203/White_Captain_-_lantern_slide



Captain William Wilson https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352204/Wilson_Captain__lantern_slide



Captain William Young https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352210/Young_-_lantern_slide



Sole survivor of the wreck of the Brier Holme http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351824



Henry Hopkins who had the Nautilus built http://ehive.com/account/3906/object/351948



Thomas O’May https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352064



James O’May https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352074



Robert O’May https://ehive.com/account/3906/object/352075
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